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Abstract

Inductive learning models [14] [17] often use a search space of clauses, ordered by a
generalization hierarchy. To �nd solutions in the model, search algorithms use di�erent
generalization and specialization operators. In this article we will decompose the quasi-
ordering induced by logical implication into six increasingly weak orderings. The di�erence
between two successive orderings will be small, and can therefore be understood easily.
Using this decomposition, we will describe upward and downward re�nement operators
for all orderings, including �-subsumption and logical implication.





1 Introduction

It is well known that logical implication can be considered as an ordering on clauses. In this
article, three questions are discussed. Each answer will give us a starting point for the next
question:

1. How can we weaken the ordering, induced by logical implication?

2. How can we split up logical derivations into simple operations?

3. How can we �nd generalizations and specializations of a clause?

Logical implication can be described by resolution. This will be the starting point of our
investigations to answer the �rst question. Five times we will weaken the ordering induced
by logical implication. Every ordering lacks one feature of the former and is less exible, but
more mechanical and manageable. The following example will show this idea.

Example 1.1. The �rst weakening results in the well known �-subsumption ordering. Con-
sider

C = p(f(X)) p(X) and
D = p(f(f(Y ))) p(Y ).

Then C logically implies D but doesn't �-subsume it. So, in the logical implication ordering
C and D are comparable but in the weaker �-subsumption ordering they are not. 2

To answer the second question, we will use our decomposition. If we analyze how the
orderings are de�ned, we will notice that di�erent operations like substitution, permutation
and addition of literals are introduced in di�erent orderings.

Example 1.2. Consider

C = p(f(X)) p(X),
D = p(f(f(X))) p(X),
E = p(f(f(X))) p(X); q(Y ) and
F = p(f(f(a))) p(a); q(b).

Clause F can be logically derived from clause C. Our analysis will show this by observing there
is a resolution step (from C to D), an addition of a literal (from D to E) and a substitution
step (from E to F ). 2

The motivation of the �rst two questions is to �nd an answer for the third question. First
we will de�ne operators that �nd re�nements (generalizations or specializations) of a clause
for the weakest ordering. For each stronger ordering, we split up the new operations into
small steps. By extending the operators with these small steps, re�nement operators for all
orderings are found. Having understood the orderings well, we will show that some of the
re�nements are redundant. Eventually we will come up with a re�nement operator for logical
implication.

To summarize, the ordering of logical implication is deconstructed in �ve steps to substi-
tution. This deconstruction results in the decomposition of logical implication into six basic
operations. These operations are used to �nd re�nement operators for all orderings.
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1.1 Related work

Questions related to orderings on clauses and re�nements have received a lot of attention
within machine learning, especially within Inductive Logic Programming (ILP). Our approach
of decomposing logical implication to �nd re�nement operators is new. Here we will summa-
rize the other approaches and their motivations.

1.1.1 Orderings

Within inductive learning, logical derivations are used as explanations of examples by a
theory: a theory T explains positive E+ and negative E� examples i� T j= E+ and T 6j= E�.
Machine learning algorithms like the well-known algorithms ID3 and AQ11 construct a theory
using the examples. Within Inductive Logic Programming (ILP), people focus on incremental
learning which makes the construction of a theory a search process [7]. Using search, it seems
natural (although not necessary per se) to stick to a generalization hierarchy with logical
implication as ordering.

In this article we focus on orderings on clauses. Search algorithms usually try to �nd
individual clauses of the theory instead of the whole theory at once. This simpli�es the
generalization hierarchy (which becomes an ordering on clauses only) and search process,
but also leads to some problems. Some of the problems were conquered by making the
ordering relative to background knowledge. Orderings with background knowledge consisting
of ground atoms [14] look like orderings without background knowledge. Orderings with
general background knowledge [15] [2] can be translated into constructive operators in the
context of inverse resolution [9]. The latest developments [8] [10] are that general background
knowledge is translated to background knowledge of ground atoms (called a model of the
theory).

Lapointe and Matwin [4] were the �rst to de�ne a generalization operator for logical
implication. Only a restricted set of clauses can be found, but they can be found very
e�ciently (with a few examples). Their operator consists of two steps. In the �rst step a
recursive clause D0 is (implicitly) build from two given clauses D1 and D2. In the second step
this clause D0 is generalized to C.

Example 1.3.[4] Consider

D1 = append([]; L; L),
D2 = append([a; b; c]; [1; 2]; [a; b; c; 1; 2]),
D0 = append([a; b; cjX]; Y; [a; b; cjZ]) append(X; Y; Z) and
C = append([V jX ]; Y; [V jZ]) append(X; Y; Z).

The �rst step constructs D0 which is generalized in the second step to C. 2

Muggleton [10] generalizes the second step such that it is possible to �nd any generalization
C of D0 such that D0 can be derived from C by resolution.

Many people within the ILP community use our second ordering, �-subsumption, because
�-subsumption is more manipulable than resolution. We can see this idea for example in the
Model Inference System of Shapiro [17]. Plotkin [13] introduced �-subsumption as a kind
of explanation. He used this ordering to compute a least general generalization (lgg), which
always exists (in contrast to the lgg of logical implication, as was shown by Niblett [11]).
The application of lgg was quite restricted so he incorporated background knowledge in the
ordering to achieve relative lgg's. However, both the logical implication and subsumption rlgg
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don't have to exist [11], which prompted Niblett to question the advantages of �-subsumption
over logical implication.

A basic operation of �-subsumption is substitution, introduced in machine learning for
ordering atoms by Reynolds [16]. He showed that computing an lgg of atoms is a kind of dual
to uni�cation.

1.1.2 Re�nement operators

In [3], Laird has described a general framework for upward and downward re�nement op-
erators which can respectively �nd more general and more speci�c clauses. (Downward)
re�nement operators were introduced by Shapiro [17]. In his Model Inference System, re�ne-
ment operators are used to replace clauses by more speci�c ones if the theory is too strong. In
Ling's system SIM [6], abstraction operators do the opposite if the theory is too weak. Some
known re�nement operators get more attention in Section 3, where they are related to ours.

2 Decomposing Logical Implication

In this section, we will decompose the ordering on clauses induced by logical implication into
six increasingly weak quasi-orderings, �6; : : : ;�1.

The two �rst and strongest orderings are the already mentioned logical implication and
�-subsumption. The following three orderings are new. The last and weakest ordering was
de�ned by Plotkin [13] and Reynolds [16] for atoms, but we generalize it to compare clauses.

2.1 De�nitions

De�nition 2.1. Given a set clauses S and clauses C;D;E 2 S, we use the following related
notions:

� A partially de�ned binary relation � on S is called a partial ordering on S i� it is
reexive (C � C), transitive (C � D and D � E imply C � E) and antisymmetric
(C � D and D � C imply C = D).

� A partially de�ned binary relation � on S that is reexive and transitive but not
necessarily antisymmetric is called a quasi-ordering.

� If �1 and �2 are two quasi-orderings then �2 is stronger than �1 if C �1 D implies
C �2 D. If also for some C;D, C 6�1 D and C �2 D then �2 is strictly stronger than
�1.

� If C � D or D � C then C and D are called comparable.

� C covers D i� C � D (C � D and D 6� C) and there exists no E such that C � E � D.
If C covers D then C is called an upward cover of D, and D is called a downward cover
of C. We denote the set of all downward and upward covers of a clause C by dc(C) and
uc(C).

� For every quasi-ordering � we can de�ne an equivalence relation: C � D i� C � D and
D � C.
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Within the logical language used in this article there is an explicit distinction between the
representation of a clause as a set and as a sequence of literals. This is necessary to describe
our new orderings. When we say `clause C' we mean a sequence of literals:

C = L0  L1; : : : ; Ln.
The set representation is common in ILP and will, in this article, sometimes be used to
facilitate de�nitions. By writing _C we mean that clause C is implicitly considered as a set of
literals and thus the internal ordering and repetition of literals play no role. For example, the
clauses p(X)  q(X); r(X); r(X) and p(X)  r(X); q(X) have the same set representation
_C = fp(X);:q(X);:r(X)g.

Whenever we say clauses we mean Horn clauses. The results of this article however are
easily generalized to clauses.

2.2 The Logical Implication and �-Subsumption Ordering

The logical implication ordering is de�ned model-theoretically. Niblett [11] showed that logical
implication between clauses is decidable, in contrast to logical implication between theories
(which is only semi-decidable).

Ordering 6. The logical implication ordering �6 is de�ned by C �6 D i� C j= D. 2

To work with this ordering, we need a proof-theoretic counterpart. This was given by
Muggleton and Bain (a reproof of Lee [5]) and uses the resolution closure of Robinson.

De�nition 2.2. Let T be a set of clauses. The resolution closure L�(T ) is de�ned by the
function L:

1. L0(T ) = T

2. Ln(T ) = fC j D1 2 L
n�1(T ), D2 2 T and C is a resolvent of D1 and D2g

3. L�(T ) = L0(T ) [ L1(T )[ : : :

Theorem 2.3.[1, Theorem 7] C �6 D i� D is a tautology or there is a D0 2 L�(fCg) and a
substitution � such that _D0� � _D. 2

This ordering can be naturally divided into two parts: the construction of D0 using reso-
lution and the derivation of D from D0. Since C only resolves with C itself or with one of its
resolvents, this is called self-resolution by Muggleton [10].

If no resolution steps are applied in the logical implication ordering, all that rests is
�-subsumption.

Ordering 5. The �-subsumption ordering �5 is de�ned by C �5 D i� _C� � _D for some
substitution �. 2

The di�erence between �-subsumption and logical implication is characterized exactly by
the operations involving self-resolution [10]. The example in Section 1 showed that logical
implication is strictly stronger than �-subsumption.

To describe the equivalence classes, we have to discriminate between tautologies and
other clauses. A clause is a tautology i� it contains a literal and its negation. Tautologies
are more speci�c than any other clause and are only equivalent with other tautologies. For
non-tautologies, we can use the de�nition of reduction, introduced by Plotkin [13]:

De�nition 2.4.
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� A clause C is reduced i� _D � _C and D �5 C imply _D = _C.

In words, a clause is reduced i� it is not equivalent to a proper subset of itself when
regarded as a set. If a clause C is not reduced, Plotkin's reduction algorithm returns a
reduced clause D such that _D � _C. We call all literals in _C n _D redundant. Plotkin proved
the following propositions.

Proposition 2.5.[15] C �6 D i� both C and D are tautologies or after reduction _C and _D
are renamings. 2

Proposition 2.6.[13] C �5 D i� after reduction _C and _D are renamings. 2

Self-resolution with a reduced clause C does not produce equivalent clauses unless C is a
tautology. From the previous propositions, it follows that addition of non-redundant literals
to reduced non-tautologies as well as applying substitutions that are not renamings result in
proper specializations in the logical implication ordering.

In the two following sections, we will weaken �-subsumption, _C� � _D, to _C� = _D, in two
steps.

2.3 The Restricted �-Subsumption Ordering

Example 2.7. Consider

C = p(X) q(f(X)),
D = p(X) q(f(X)); q(Y ),
E = p(X) q(f(X)); q(g(V )) and
F = p(X) q(f(X)); r(W ).

Then clearly C �5 D, C �5 E and C �5 F . By � = fY=f(X)g, we also have D �5 C, but
there is no substitution that maps q(g(V )) in E or r(W ) in F to a literal of C. Therefore,
C �5 D, C �5 E and C �5 F . 2

De�nition 2.8.

� Two literals are called compatible i� they have the same predicate symbol and sign.

It can be veri�ed that adding to a clause C a literal L that is incompatible with every
literal in C always results in a proper specialization (�5). If L is compatible with a literal
in C, then the resulting clause is equivalent i� L is redundant or already in C. In the new
ordering we exclude the case of addition of incompatible literals:

Ordering 4. In the restricted �-subsumption ordering �4, C �4 D i� there exists a substi-
tution � such that _C� � _D and every literal in D is compatible with a literal in C. 2

Revisiting the last example, we see that in the restricted �-subsumption ordering, C �4 D
and C �4 E hold like in �5, but C and F have become incomparable. So �5 is strictly
stronger than �4.

If C �5 D, then C and D cannot contain a literal that is incompatible with every literal in
the other clause. Therefore, equivalence in the �-subsumption and restricted �-subsumption
ordering amounts to the same.

Proposition 2.9. C �4 D i� after reduction _C and _D are renamings. 2
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2.4 The Set Ordering

Ordering 3. In the set ordering �3, C �3 D i� there exist a substitution � such that
_C� = _D. 2

Example 2.10. Consider

C = p(X) q(X; Y ); q(Y; Z); q(Z;X),
D = p(X) q(X; Y ); q(Y;X); q(X;X) and
E = p(X) q(X;X).

In the restricted �-subsumption ordering we have C �4 D �4 E. In the set ordering, D and
E are no longer equivalent since the literal q(X;X) in E cannot be mapped to more than one
literal in D. We have C �3 D �3 E. 2

Proposition 2.11.[12] C �3 D i� _C and _D are renamings. 2

We can also express this proposition without the use of the set-notation of clauses. For
this we need the following de�nition:

De�nition 2.12.

� Set reduction of a clause is the removal of all duplicate literals in it. A clause is set
reduced i� it contains no duplicate literals.

Thus, clauses remain equivalent after set reduction (�3; : : : ;�6). Clauses are equivalent
in the set ordering i� their set reduced equivalents are permuted renamings.

In the two following sections, the set properties of the orderings are removed. Firstly the
introduction (and removal) of duplicate literals and secondly permutation is prohibited.

2.5 The Permutation Ordering

Ordering 2. In the permutation ordering �2, if C = L0  L1; : : : ; Lm and D = M0  
M1; : : : ;Mn, then C �2 D i� m = n and there exist a permutation � of f1; : : : ; mg and a
substitution � such that L0� = M0 and L�(i)� = Mi, i = 1; : : : ; m. 2

Example 2.13. Consider

C = p(X) q(X; Y ); q(Y;X) and
D = p(X) q(X;X).

In the set ordering, C �3 D. Since the number of literals in C and D di�er, C and D are
incomparable in the permutation ordering. 2

From the de�nition of�2 it follows directly that addition of literals results in incomparable
clauses. Furthermore,

Proposition 2.14.[12] C �2 D i� C and D are permuted renamings. 2

From this proposition it follows that in the permutation ordering, in order to �nd proper
specializations, permutations are useless and only substitutions that are not renamings are
relevant.
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2.6 The Substitution Ordering

To obtain the last, weakest and simplest ordering, we remove the free exchange of positions
of literals from the permutation ordering.

Ordering 1. In the substitution ordering �1, if C = L0  L1; : : : ; Lm and D = M0  
M1; : : : ;Mn, then C �1 D i� m = n and there exists a substitution � such that Li� = Mi,
i = 0; : : : ; m. 2

Example 2.15. Consider

C = p(X) q(X; Y ); r(Y;X) and
D = p(X) r(X;X); q(X;X).

In the permutation ordering C and D are comparable such that C �2 D. In the substitution
ordering C and D are no longer comparable. 2

This ordering is a generalization of Reynolds' [16] ordering on atoms. Clauses are only
comparable i� there exists a substitution such that every literal in one clause is mapped
onto the corresponding literal in the other clause. The following proposition is a direct
generalization of Lemma 1. in [16].

Proposition 2.16. C �1 D i� C and D are renamings. 2

As a consequence of the de�nition of �1 and this proposition, substitutions that are not
renamings result in proper specializations.

2.7 Summary

In this section we have de�ned six increasingly weak orderings on clauses, by deleting gener-
ality relations at each stage. Every ordering lacks one feature of the former, it is less exible
but more mechanical and manageable. The whole decomposition gives us a clearer view on
logical implication and �-subsumption.

A side-e�ect of this approach is that along the decomposition steps the number of equiva-
lent clauses decreases. Equivalence classes are partitioned into smaller equivalence classes of
weaker orderings.

Now we are ready to answer the second question of this article: How can we split up
logical derivations into simple operations? To answer this question we approach the orderings
from weak to strong. From the substitution ordering to the restricted �-subsumption order-
ing, equivalence classes melt together by `recognizing' equivalent clauses that di�er in the
operations permutation, repetition of literals and addition of redundant literals respectively.
In these �rst three strengthenings substitutions determine the comparability of clauses; if
C �i D then there exists C0 �i C and D0 �i D such that C0 �1 D

0, i = 2; 3; 4. In the last
two strengthenings, two new operations are involved in comparability: in the �-subsumption
ordering the addition of incompatible literals and in the logical implication ordering self-
resolution.

The last question of this article { how to �nd generalizations and specializations { will be
answered in the next section, using this decomposition. For every ordering, the results of the
weaker orderings can be used and only the new operation has to be examined.
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3 Constructing Re�nement Operators

Re�nement operators can be used to �nd specializations and generalizations of clauses. If in
the ordering � the relation C � D holds, then a clause equivalent with D can be derived
from C and vice versa by repeatedly applying downward and upward re�nement operators
respectively.

3.1 De�nitions

The following de�nitions are related to re�nement operators.

De�nition 3.1. Given a set of clauses S, some quasi-ordering � on S and clauses C;D 2 S,
we use the following related notions:

� For every C, fDjC � Dg is the set of downward re�nements of C. If C � D and D 6� C

then D is a proper downward re�nement of C. (Proper) upward re�nements are de�ned
dually.

� A downward (upward) re�nement operator � (�) is a mapping de�ned on S such that
for every C 2 S, �(C) (�(C)) is a subset of the downward (upward) re�nements of C.

The terminology of downward and upward re�nements is adopted from Laird [3]. Shapiro's
re�nement operators [17] are downward re�nement operators, and Ling's abstraction opera-
tors [6] are upward re�nement operators.

The following de�nitions are in terms of downward re�nement operators � but hold simi-
larly for upward re�nement operators �.

De�nition 3.2. Let � be a downward re�nement operator, then

� �0(C) = fCg and �n(C) = fDj9E 2 �n�1(C) such that D 2 �(E)g.

� ��(C) =
S
1

i=0 �
i(C)

3.2 Complete re�nement operators

De�nition 3.3. Let � (�) be a downward (upward) re�nement operator for clauses ordered
by �. Then

� � (�) is called complete for the ordering � i� for every pair of clauses C;D, if C � D
then 9E: E 2 ��(C) and E � D (9F : F 2 ��(D) and F � C).

� � is called downward cover complete i� 8D 2 dc(C)9E : E 2 �(C) and E � D. Upward
cover completeness is de�ned dually.

It is easy to see that if � is complete for �, then for any C, ��(C) must contain equivalents
of all downward covers of C. If � is complete and returns proper re�nements only, then �

returns all these covers (may return more) in one re�nement step, i.e., completeness implies
cover completeness. The reverse however does not hold. All re�nement operators in the rest
of this section will be cover complete. In Section 3.9 we wil discuss the relations among
(cover) completeness and restricting the search space.
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Remark. Our notion of completeness di�ers from Shapiro's [17]. His de�nition of `global'
completeness for the downward case, ��(2) = S where 2 denotes the empty clause, only
describes derivability of clauses from 2.

3.3 The Substitution Ordering

In the substitution ordering, substitutions that are not renamings determine proper re�ne-
ments. We will de�ne a downward re�nement operator �1 that divides this operation in
smallest steps, using Reynolds' cover-relation for atoms. By Theorem 4 of Reynolds [16], �1
returns exactly all downward covers. �1 is obtained by inverting the substitution of �1, and
returns exactly the upward covers.

Re�nement operators 1. Let C be a clause, then

� D 2 �1(C) i� one of the following holds:

1. D = C�, where � = fY=Xg, X 6= Y and both X and Y occur in C.

2. D = C� where � = fX=cg, c is a constant symbol and X occurs in C.

3. D = C� where � = fY=f(X1; : : : ; Xn)g, f is a n-ary function symbol, Y occurs in
C and all Xi's are distinct variables not occurring in C.

� D 2 �1(C) i� one of the following holds:

1. D is C after some (not all) occurrences of a variable X in C are replaced by a
variable Y not in C.

2. D is C after some or all occurrences of a constant c are replaced by a variable X
not in C.

3. D is C after all occurrences of f(X1; : : : ; Xn) are replaced by a variable Y , where f
is a n-ary function symbol, Y does not occur in C and all Xi's are distinct variables
not occurring elsewhere in C besides in terms f(X1; : : : ; Xn).

The downward re�nement operator �1 corresponds with Shapiro's [17] re�nement operator
for atoms (also named �1).

In [6], Ling describes an upward re�nement operator for atoms. This so-called abstraction
operator is de�ned as follows:

� D 2 �L(C) i� one of the following holds:

1. D is C after some or all occurrences of a constant c are replaced by variable X not
in C.

2. D is C after some or all occurrences of a compound term f(t1; : : : ; tn) are replaced
by a variable Y not in C.

The omission of anti-uni�cation of variables (�rst part of �1) implies that some proper
upward re�nements cannot be derived by �L. E.g., p(X; Y ) cannot be derived from p(X;X).
However, all generalizations of ground atoms can be derived.

In contrast with �1, �L returns clauses that are not covers.

Example 3.4. Consider
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Ci = p(f i(X)), i � 0.

Then Ci covers Ci+1, and in our approach �1(Ci+1) = fCig. In Ling's approach, the number
of upward re�nements depends on i: �L(Ci+1) = fCjj0 � j � ig. 2

3.4 The Permutation Ordering

If D covers C in the substitution ordering, we may expect that D is no longer a cover in the
permutation ordering because �2 is stronger than �1, i.e., there may exists a clause E such
that D �2 E �2 C. However, this cannot happen as is shown in [12] by Nienhuys-Cheng. It
is proved that D is a cover of C in the permutation ordering i� we can �nd a clause D0 �2 D

such that D0 is a cover of C in the substitution ordering. From this it follows that �1 and �1
also return all covers for the permutation ordering.1

Re�nement operators 2. Let C be a clause, then

� D 2 �2(C) i� D 2 �1(C).

� D 2 �2(C) i� D 2 �1(C).

Example 3.5. Consider

C = p(X) q(Y ); r(Y ) and
D = p(X) r(X); q(X).

C �2 D, but D is not derivable from C by applying �2. However, if we de�ne

D0 = p(X) q(X); r(X),

then D0 �2 D and D0 2 �2(C). 2

3.5 The Set Ordering

In the set ordering as well as in all stronger orderings, clauses may be regarded as sets of
literals.

Example 3.6. We revisit the clauses of Example 2.13,

C = p(X) q(X; Y ); q(Y;X) and
D = p(X) q(X;X).

In the permutation ordering C and D were incomparable, but C �3 D. We cannot derive C
from D using �2. However, if we de�ne

D0 = p(X) q(X;X); q(X;X)

then D0 �3 D and C 2 �2(D0). This motives our de�nition of �3 later on. 2

In the case of downward re�nement operators, equal literals are of no use since equal
literals remain equal after substitution. Hence there is no need to duplicate literals at any
time and they can be removed as soon as they appear.

As the last example showed for the case of upward re�nement, literals sometimes should
be repeated before inverse substitutions can be applied. We can easily de�ne an operator
that repeats a literal:

De�nition 3.7. Let C = L0  L1; : : : ; Ln be a clause, then

1Remember that only one clause of an equivalence class has to be reached.
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� D 2 eq3(C) i� D = L0  L1; : : : ; Li; Li; : : : ; Ln for some i = 1; : : : ; n.

By repeatedly applying eq3, eq
�

3(C) contains in�nitely many clauses C0 �3 C such that

C0 = L0  L1; : : : ; L1; L2; : : : ; L2; : : : ; Ln; : : : ; Ln.

Re�nement operators 3. Let C be a set reduced clause, then

� D 2 �3(C) i� there is a D0 2 �1(C) and D is the set reduced equivalent of D0.

� D 2 �3(C) i� there are C 0 2 eq�3(C), D 2 �1(C
0) and D is set reduced.

Note that all clauses D that are found by �3 are proper re�nements. To obtain set reduced
upward re�nements D, if a literal occurs k times in a clause C0 then at least k�1 occurrences
are changed by �1.

The following example shows that �3 and �3 return also clauses that are not covers:

Example 3.8. Consider

C = q(c) p(f(a)); p(b); p(Y ),
D = q(c) p(f(a)); p(f(X)); p(b) and
E = q(c) p(f(a)); p(b).

Then C �3 D �3 E, so E is not a downward cover of C and C is not a upward cover of E.
However, E 2 �3(C) and C 2 �3(E). 2

3.6 The Restricted �-Subsumption Ordering

Example 3.9. We revisit the clauses of Example 2.10,

C = p(X) q(X; Y ); q(Y; Z); q(Z;X),
D = p(X) q(X; Y ); q(Y;X); q(X;X) and
E = p(X) q(X;X).

In the set ordering, C �3 D �3 E, D 2 �3(E), C 2 �3(D) and both upward re�nements step
generate proper re�nements.

In the restricted �-subsumption ordering,D and E are equivalent, since the literals q(Y;X)
and q(X; Y ) are redundant in D. We can now derive C from E in two ways. If we allow
�4(E) to contain clauses E0(�4 E), then we can use �3 unmodi�ed as �4 and D 2 �4(E). If we
want proper re�nements only, then, for de�ning �4, we must add the redundant literals before
applying �3. Since proper re�nements are simpler to handle, we choose the second approach.
2

�3 cannot derive all proper downward re�nements of the restricted �-subsumption order-
ing.

Example 3.10. Consider

C = p(X) q(X; Y ) and
D = p(X) q(X; Y ); q(U; V ); q(V;W ).

C �4 D, but by substitutions and removal of duplicate literals, D cannot be derived from C.
If we �rst add the redundant literals q(U; V ) and q(Z;W ) to C, then D can be derived by �3.
2
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In [19], an inverse reduction algorithm is presented. Given a reduced clause C and a bound
n, this algorithm returns all clauses that contain C and has at most n redundant literals. By
eq4(C) we denote the operation of adding one redundant literal to C. By repeatedly applying
eq4, eq

�

4(C) contains all clauses that contain C and arbitrary many redundant literals.

Re�nement operators 4. Let C be a reduced clause, then

� D 2 �4(C) i� there are C0 2 eq�4(C), D
0 2 �3(C

0) such that D0 6�4 C0 and D is the
reduced equivalent of D0.

� D 2 �4(C) i� there are C0 2 eq�4(C), D
0 2 �3(C

0) such that D0 6�4 C0 and D is the
reduced equivalent of D0.

All clauses of Example 3.5 are equivalent in the restricted �-subsumption ordering, and can
not be found with these re�nement operators because of the equivalence check. Still �4 and
�4 return also clauses that are not covers:

Example 3.11. Consider

C = p(X) q(X; Y ); q(Y; Z); q(Z;W ); q(W;X),
D = p(X) q(X; Y ); q(Y;X) and
E = p(X) q(X;X).

Then C �4 D �4 E, so E is not a downward cover of C and C is not a upward cover of E.
However, E 2 �4(C) and C 2 �4(E). 2

3.7 The �-Subsumption Ordering

In [19], a downward re�nement operator for the �-subsumption ordering is described in detail.
It di�ers from �4 in the operation of adding incompatible literals.
Re�nement operators 5. Let C be a reduced clause, then

� D 2 �5(C) i� D 2 �4(C) or

D is C after a literal that is incompatible with every literal in C is added. This literal
has only new and distinct variables as arguments.

� D 2 �5(C) i� D 2 �4(C) or

D is C after a literal that is incompatible with every other literal in C is removed. This
literal has only distinct variables as arguments that do not occur in elsewhere in C.

Example 3.12. We revisit the clauses C and F of Example 2.7,

C = p(X) q(f(X)) and
F = p(X) q(f(X)); r(W ).

C and F have become comparable such that C �5 F and F 2 �5(C) and C 2 �5(F ). 2

For the �-subsumption ordering, a number of re�nement operators are known. Shapiro[17]
has de�ned a downward re�nement operator (�0) for reduced �rst order clauses, Laird did
the same [3] for not necessarily reduced �rst order clauses. In [18] and [19] we have shown
that Shapiro's �0 cannot derive all reduced clauses, as he claimed. We also proved in [18] that
Laird's re�nement operator is complete. A di�erence between Laird's downward re�nement
operator and �5 is that Laird allows the addition of literals that are compatible with a literal
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already in the clause. Thus redundant literals are not added explicitly and the separation
between equivalent and proper re�nement steps is lost.

Ling [6] has described an upward re�nement operator for clauses, probably intended for
the �-subsumption ordering. Clauses are treated as atoms in the substitution ordering (see
�L in Section 3.3), with one addition, deletion of arbitrary literals. Clearly, there is no
way that Ling's operator can derive the clause p(X)  q(X; Y ); q(Y;X) from the clause
p(X)  q(X;X) since no literals can be added. In his learning system SIM this causes no
problems. If a clause D should be derived from a clause C then it is assumed that C contains
a ground instantiations of D. Furthermore C has di�erent ground terms at the positions
where D has di�erent variables.

3.8 The Logical Implication Ordering

It was noted before that Muggleton's [10] so-called n-th powers and n-th roots of clauses
characterize exactly the di�erence between �-subsumption and logical implication. If D 2
Ln(fCg) then D is called an n-th power of C. Conversely, C is called an n-th root of D.
Although these operations were described in an inverse resolution context, since they describe
implication relations between clauses, they can also be regarded as re�nement operators.

Re�nement operators 6. Let C be a reduced clause, then

� D 2 �6(C) i� D 2 �5(C) or

D is the reduced equivalent of D0 for some D0 2 Ln(fCg), n � 1

� D 2 �6(C) i� D 2 �5(C) or

D is the reduced equivalent of D0 for some C 2 Ln(fD0g), n � 1

Remark. The naming powers and roots might suggest that self-resolution satis�es that all
nm'th powers are m'th powers of n'th powers. This is true when there is just one negative
literal in the clause that can be uni�ed with the positive literal, but not in the general case.
The following is a counterexample, it implies non-associativity of self-resolution.

Example 3.13. Let C be the recursive clause

C = p(X) p(f(X)); p(g(X)).

Then C can be resolved with itself in two ways, one for each literal in the body of C. The
resulting 2-powers are:

C2
1 = p(X) p(g(X)); p(f(f(X))); p(g(f(X)))

C2
2 = p(X) p(f(X)); p(f(g(X))); p(g(g(X)))

Resolving C with C2
1 on the literals p(f(X)) and p(X) respectively yields a 3-power of C, C3

1 :

C3
1 = p(X) p(g(X)); p(g(f(X))); p(f(f(f(X)))); p(g(f(f(X))))

Resolving C with C3
1 on the literals p(g(X)) and p(X) respectively yields a 4-power of C, C4

1 :

C4
1 = p(X) p(f(X)); p(g(g(X))); p(g(f(g(X)))); p(f(f(f(g(X))))); p(g(f(f(g(X)))))

Now C4 is a 4-power of C, but it is not a 2-power of one of C's 2-powers, C2
1 and C2

2 . 2
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3.9 Restricting the Search Space

Two problems with re�nement operators have not been discussed. We will solve these prob-
lems by restricting the search space.

1. Some re�nement operators are not locally �nite.

2. Cover complete operators don't have to be complete.

An operator is locally �nite i� it returns �nitely many clauses in �nite time. It follows
directly from the de�nitions of �1, �2, �1, �2 and �3 that they are locally �nite. We can easily
make �3 locally �nite because we can prove that the number of non-equivalent covers in the
set ordering is �nite, hence we need only a �nite part of eq�3 . To de�ne locally �nite re�nement
operators for the other orderings, operators that re�ne a clause C can be allowed to return
clauses equivalent with C. E.g., by de�ning D 2 �4(C) i� D 2 �3(C).

We can also obtain locally �nite re�nement operators by restricting the search space.
Using a restricted search space S, we can easily see that all re�nement operators are locally
�nite because we consider only the intersection of eq�3(C) and eq�4(C) with S.

In Section 3.2 we have shown that cover completeness is a necessary condition for complete
re�nement operators that return proper re�nements only. It is, however, not a su�cient
condition. Problems arise if C � D and there exists an in�nite chain of proper re�nements
C � C1 � C2 � : : : such that every Ci satis�es Ci � D. Then, if we keep on re�ning Ci's, D
will never be derived.

The following example is borrowed from Tim Niblett (personal communication).

Example 3.14. Consider

Cn = p(X1) q(X1; X2); : : : ; q(Xn�1; Xn); q(Xn; Xn+1) and
Dn = p(X1) q(X1; X2); : : : ; q(Xn�1; Xn); q(Xn; X1).

Then, in the �-subsumption ordering, Ci �5 Ci+1, C2i �5 D2i and D2i+1 �5 D2i . Between
C2 and D2 we can �nd the following in�nite chain:

C2; C3; : : : ; Ci; Ci+1; : : : ; D2m; D2m�1; : : : ; D4; D2

such that Ci+1 2 �5(Ci). 2

Since Ci+1 is only one of the downward re�nements of Ci, this example does not imply
that �5 is not a complete re�nement operator. Since D2 2 �5(C2) holds, we have a �nite
chain of re�nements from C2 to D2. Completeness proofs of �5 can be found in [18] and [19].

Assuming that no �nite chain of covers from C2 to D2 exists, cover completeness is not
su�cient for completeness. However, if we limit our search to a �nite set of clauses S, then
S cannot contain in�nitely long chains of proper re�nements.

De�nition 3.15.

� Let S be a �nite set of clauses and � a quasi-ordering, then �S denotes the quasi-
ordering � restricted to S.

Note that the set of covers induced by �S is not necessarily a subset of the set of covers
in �. E.g., if we consider the (small) search space S = fC = p(X) ; D = p(f(a)) g then,
for all six orderings restricted to S, C has become an upward cover of D.
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For �nite search spaces S ordered by �S , cover completeness is a necessary and su�cient
condition for complete re�nement operators that return proper re�nements only.

In [19] we have introduced a new complexity measure to bound S. We have proved that
�5 is complete for every �xed bound.

4 Conclusions and Future Research

In this article we have decomposed logical implication into six increasingly weak quasi or-
derings. The restricted �-subsumption, set and permutation ordering are new. Another, the
substitution ordering, is new in its usage. We think that they help to clarify properties of
�-subsumption as well as the logical implication.

By reversing the decomposition, and looking at the small di�erences with the former
weaker orderings, we were able to incrementally describe upward and downward re�nement
operators for all orderings including �-subsumption and logical implication.

The results of the decomposition of logical implication are subject of further research.
We are presently looking at least general generalizations (lgg's) of sets of clauses. Following
Plotkin's de�nition, lgg's are unique if they exist, e.g. in the substitution and (restricted)
�-subsumption ordering. We want to loose the requirement of uniqueness and consider sets
of incomparable minimal generalizations. So far, we can compute these sets for all other
orderings except logical implication.
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